
WAW Velomobile specs

Velomobile/Trike with monocoque mid section, detachable in 3 parts for transport
Lenght: 2.80 m Widht: 0,75 Height: 1 m
Weight: 25-27 kg (Ca. 35 kg with electric assist)
Materials: Carbon fiber reinforced glass fiber, Carbon fiber reinforced Aramid (Kevlar) or full 
carbon fiber body.
Suited for people from 165- 190 (XL-version is standard)
Weather proof race hood can be removed for head-out biking.
Gear options on demand. Ask for recomendations for your topography.

Wheels front: 20 inch with 90 mm. Sturmy Archer drum brakes or disc brakes.
Wheel back: 26 inch
Tires front: Slics Schwalbe Kojak or Marathon Plus puncture safe/flatless.
Tire back: Schwalbe Big Apple or Marathon Supreme
Suspension front, Ackermann steering, steering rods. Angled wheels for better turnings.
Nose and tail can be detached for easy transport.
Nose with SPAI air intake for ventilation and keeping aerodynamics.
Nose with lid for easy access to front gear and for light luggage.
Seat in carbon fiber and kevlar, space behind seat for luggage, goods etc.
Pedals with SPD/combi. (Bicycle shoes is recommended).
Textile lining inside body for acustic damping.
Aerodynamic foot hole cover

Integrated Electric System including LED turning lights front and rear, LED beam Philips 
Saferide, Rear LED light with brake function, electric horn, battery pack and charger (or 
converter in EWAWs)

Colors: choice between one standard gelcoat color: white, cream, yellow, orange, red, green, 
blue or black. Reflective strip on the sides: white, red, orange, black.

EWAW: Pre-mounted kit for electric assitance including 250W middle-motor, 24V 15 Ah 
LiFePO4 battery pack, bag and loader for battery, throttle.



Two color combination or full visible carbon fiber body

Ventilation hole/ SPAI Stagnation Point Air Intake.

Driving: Easy to learn, be careful not to move the steering rods to quick to avoid wobbling or
tipping over in bends. Careful driving in other bike/pedestrian environment, long and low nose, 
can hit pavement sides/ramps and poles /fences etc. Use flag to be more visible in traffic.

For renting out: Some basic driving instructions needed, standard gearing setup is very easy 
to use. Can get a very high speed, so velomobile drivers requires some experience with high 
speed biking.

Price:
If you want to purchase a WAW, we will send you a spreadsheet, where you choose type, 
components, colors etc.

More information, contact Anders Loberg, Velomobile Media Bergen, Norway – Portland, 
Oregon  info@velomobilemedia.com   http://velomobilemedia.com    Skype: andersloberg  
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